CHEERING SECTION

SEAT SALE AT CAGE

Technology Plays Intercollegial Seven Close, Fast Game At Arena Tonight.

The Varsity Hockey Team will play the second game of the season at the Arena against the Intercolonials at 8:30 P.M. This is the team which is composed of the bunch of star players and has a good chance to win.

Captain Sloan believes that the team works and strong defense will overcome the individuality of the opponents and bring home a victory. Manager Rannrey is playing a sure game in the cage and has a number of selections in the forward line.

The two teams in their picture image on Wednesday will run fifteen minutes without a score, so that it is clear that both teams are well drilled. There will be a number of extra fans in the cage, so that they may show their worth in a game as well as in practice.

Manager Rannrey has made arrangements for a Tech section of seats behind the goal throughout the day. This will be the first regular game this season and the lighting and the followers will all take advantage of this opportunity to see and help Tech's victory.

The line-up:

Intercollegial:

Sturka (Coffin, I.), L., W., J. Doe, Hurttt, i., Ir., Small Slan (captain), r., W., Telford, Yeacances (Rogers), i., W., Whitten Black (Whittemore), c., a., Whittemore, E., R., Shillvim Elshorn (McLeod, Lane), p., Poole Rannrey, k., E., Zvernack.

SING IN MEDFIELD.

Initial Appearance of Glee Club Draws Crowd Through Storm.

Last night the Glee Club held the first concert of the year at Medfield. The program was presented was excellent, and served to indicate that the winter concert will be a great success. The club rendered several choruses which are well known to Tech men, among which were: "The Cardinal and Gray," "Taste Me Touch," and the "Cold Song." The quartet of the club, composed of Robinson, Seavenn, Doreminus and Wallman, pleased the audience with a couple of songs, and there were two renderings by Harry Briggs. These, with solos by Kenneth C. Robinson and W.H. Dobel, completed the program and a club member sold a sufficient credit by its work last night, and announced the program in preparation for the winter concert.

PRINCETON THEATRE.

"Princeton" is now formulating plans for the new building and it is expected that the theatre will be built along modern lines and will contain the latest improvements. It is now the aim to raise the sum of two hundred thousand dollars for the actual building of the theatre. It is expected that the theatre will be opened by the end of the year.

Manager Ranney is playing a sure game in the cage and is considered to be the best goalkeeper in the league. The forwards will all take advantage of this opportunity to see and help Tech's victory.

The programme:

2.00-Harvard vs. Yale-Stadium.
2.14 P.M.--Larger and Hounds Leave College Grounds.
2.30---Basketball--Gym.
4.15---Glee Clubs--Union.

PRINCETON THEATRE

A Rapid Match with Yale.

The Harvard team will play Yale this afternoon in a match which is expected to be a very close one. The Harvard team is well balanced and is considered to be the best team in the league. Yale is the leader by six points, but the Harvard team is considered to be the strongest in the league. The Harvard team is expected to win by a close margin.

The Harvard team has run only one race this season, and the team is expected to win by a good margin. The fact that the Harvard team has not run in recent races may be the reason for its success. The Harvard team is expected to win by a close margin.
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YALE FAVORITES IN BIG GAME TODAY

Have Heavier and Faster Team

—Rule Out Loop the Loop Field Goal.

The prospects of the Harvard team in the big match with Yale, to be played in the Stadium this afternoon, were greatly enhanced by the recent change of address of the President. This will be the first opportunity for the President to see how things are run at the Stadium, and it is expected that he will be very satisfied with the results.
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